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JS PG College announces online Art competition for its college students to mark the World
Environment Day for encouraging creativity, awareness, logic, rationality and scientific acumen.
The United Nations General Assembly decided in 1972 to observe 5th June of every year as World
Environment Day to increase awareness about the current environmental issues. Since then, every
year, more than 100 nations celebrate this occasion by organizing awareness campaigns and
activities to make our environment better.
We are sure that this year’s ‘Environment day’ would be way different for each of us. The whole
world is going through COVID-19 pandemic and each one of us have our own views, observations
and interpretations on the effect of this lockdown on our lives as well as on the environment. Most
of us are now aware of many environmental concerns and each one of us is equally responsible for
our environment to make it better.
It is said that creativity is intelligence, having fun and it is the way to share one’s soul with the
world. With this competition we are providing a platform to express yourself and share your own
experience and learnings on the effect of lockdown on the environment through
Poster/Drawing/Sketching.

Details of the competition:1) Any student of the college who is enrolled in regular course can participate.
2) TOPIC: SAVE ENVIRONMENT SAVE EARTH
3) Paint/Draw/Sketch and click the photo of it. Submit the photo/ scanned copy in JPEG
format with maximum size of 5 MB.
4) Evaluation done by judges will be final. Any discussion, argument and controversy is not
allowed.
5) Send your entries on WhatsApp mobile number 9536891258
6) Last date for submission is 5th June 2020

Entries will be judged on:1)
2)
3)
4)

Originality of the poster/drawing/sketch.
Quality, Creativity and uniqueness.
Only one entry is allowed by one student.
Editing is allowed only to enhance the original photo.
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